1. Means will remember what happened Board Meeting Tomot about Ross - what Brew and others said.

   Important because it shows how he makes commitments
   Important matters until selling Board.

2. Who plan to bring Public Releas 4th f. & to
   not to organize Board Table influence on
   electricity how it - the first - but Bank has
   Commissioners to study medals. Bond Anger -
   made Releas' hartron.

3. Sanders other Emphas - Kaler - morphon


5. Sanders reasons - not clear what it is

6. Shrewer various official getting fed up
   throw various reckless approaches & pressure.

7. His good position with President & Credit
   already somewhat delinceded.

8. Think's legs is ok. (Important that be almost measure
   up revenue budget - 10% 18 21 2)
   (Increasing Credit)

   to use one for joint purpose or
   allocate that remaining. 7 &
9. Present knowledge limited

10. Too much direct orders, not jeopardized
W certain’s position + prestige

11. Uses problems almost entirely from financial, market, part of view, not taking account political, public, technical + other costs and issues

12. They’re just people in order to give answers + commitments when they don’t have all facts

13. Pressure

14. Arbitrary acts

15. Too hard, finds in U.S. Bank’s rejecting Cameroon bank’s changes

16. Talks with certain officials instead Wergand being there, dangerous because lack knowledge of problem, lack of adequate information from W to Wergand
17. Improvise a Marginal's position
   & maintaining it.

18. Pass the evening in John's revels
   which seems in left to Marginal.

19. Be patient lack confidence
   Bed - servant - am friendly here

20. Can't be sure of accuracy and adequacy
   presenting a declaration, when he went to
   make a point.

21. The cooking fine in Anabaz

22. Remark 5 made to my examination
   Worked intently, Worked - could not
   know where I am going, there are
   regulations, playing with pride, another
   idea
   Not first reason of this hind to me cleaning
   upon state of mind.

23. Tell about commotion you heard with
   George - very peculiar, man - any kind
   (predisposed attitude)